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Abstract

This paper1 presents SIAT-NTU solution and results of

facial action unit (AU) detection in the EmotiNet Chal-

lenge 2020. The task aims to detect 23 AUs from fa-

cial images in the wild, and its main difficulties lie in

the imbalanced AU distribution and discriminative feature

learning. We tackle these difficulties from the following

aspects. First, to address the unconstrained heterogene-

ity of in-the-wild images, we detect and align faces with

multi-task convolutional neural networks (MTCNN). Sec-

ond, by using multiple transfer strategies, we pre-train large

CNNs on multiple related datasets, e.g. face recognition

datasets and facial expression datasets, and fine-tune them

on the EmotiNetdataset. Third, we employ a multi-label

balanced sampling strategy and a weighted loss to miti-

gate the imbalance problem. Last but not the least, to

further improve performance, we ensemble multiple mod-

els and optimize the thresholds for each AU. Our pro-

posed solution achieves an accuracy of 90.13% and F1 of

44.10% in the final test phase. Our Code is available at:

https://github.com/kaiwang960112/enc2020 au detection

1. Introduction

Facial action unit means visible muscle group changes

on facial images. AU detection facilitates face perception

and emotion theory research including emotion recognition

[13], student engagement prediction [14], mental health di-

agnoses, deception detection and so on [17]. While the
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state-of-the-art AU detection methods [3, 20] yield good

performance in the controlled scenarios, namely, images

and videos collected in the laboratory, AU detection in the

wild still faces challenges. AU have significant subject-

dependent variations and too subtle to annotate, thus, real-

istic AU detection should require algorithms that are robust

to intra-class variability, illumination conditions changes,

plane rotations, low-resolution images and variations in

pose and point of view.

Automated facial AU detection has been a vital research

field for objectively describing facial actions, which has

been studied for decades and many approaches have been

proposed. Conventional methods were focused on extract-

ing representative features and fine-tuning more robust clas-

sifiers [12, 10, 16]. With the development of deep learning,

recent CNN-based or LSTM-based AU detection works fre-

quently achieve new state-of-the-art performance in the lit-

erature. Zhao et al. [22] divided the input image to sub-

regions trained by CNN independently and then merged

back into one network followed by fully connected lay-

ers. Jaiswal et al. employed CNN to learn static region

features and used LSTM to extract temporal dynamic fea-

tures. Despite the current improvements, in-the-wild emo-

tion recognition and AU detection remain an open problem

for the computer vision community. To this end, EmotiW

Challenge [5] consists of group emotion recognition [15]

and predicting person engagement [19] in the wild, and

EmotioNet Challenge [6] offers opportunity to obtain in-

the-wild AU detection benchmark. The performance de-

cline ascribes to those models learn from encodes expert

prior knowledge instead of learning true AU features. In

summary, AU detection is challenging because various AU

make subtle facial appearance change over various regions

at different scales. While some method achieved great re-

sults in terms of those constrained AU detection dataset [3],



in-the-wild AU detection makes problem more difficult by

introducing various of uncertainty and ambiguity, which re-

mains exploited. Furthermore, previous methods typically

focus on specifying challenge of AU detection, either ex-

ploring better features or address data imbalance problem.

Unlike previous methods that mainly leverage image-

level feature, we transfer knowledge from face related tasks

that give sub-level details. Face landmarks are coherently

related to the muscle that may change to form AU. Thus,

knowledge of face landmark can be transferred to AU detec-

tion to provide more precise AU locations and lead to better

performance. AU is the basic component of emotion, and

some AU are likely to appear in pairs. For example, AU 12

(i.e. lip corner puller) often presents happiness, which may

occur together with AU 10 (i.e. upper lip raiser). Hence,

transferring knowledge from facial expression recognition

may offer underlying AU correlation features to help de-

tect those AU with tiny muscle changes. We address the

two tasks in parallel to train two models, in order to obtain

multi-view features with conditionally independent so that

enlarge the containing information by each view of futures.

Besides, considering data imbalance problem, we embed

the image distribution information in our model and jointly

consider accuracy and recall performance when training.

2. Problem Definition

In this challenge of AU detection task, denote label 1 an
occurrence of an AU and label 0 no occurrence of an AU.
Those AU occluded are denoted by label 999. In this chal-
lenge, a total of 23 categories of AU are provided. Some AU
might simultaneously occur in the same image while a lot of
AU may not occur. Therefore, we define the problem to be
a multi-label classification task with data imbalanced prob-
lem, which guides us to use Weighted Binary Cross Entropy
loss:

L = −

1

C

C∑

i=1

wi [yi · log σ(fi(x)) + (1− yi) · log(1− σ(fi(x)))]

(1)

where C is the class of AU, yi is ground-truth label of

the occurrence for the ith AU, xi denotes the probability

predicted for the ith AU, σ denotes the sigmoid function

and wc is a weighted parameter to better cope with the data

imbalance of AU by using the selective learning strategy

[9].

In addition, since different emotion cannot happen at the

same time, for one image, most of the Action Unit is la-

beled negative. Such characteristic requires our approach

to truly be able to discriminate images with a certain AU

present. In other words, instead of detecting non-present

AU correctly, those present AU should be sensitively re-

ported. False positives are not as important as true posi-

tives in this task. Therefore, accuracy (average of true pos-

itives and true negatives) metric is not enough to evaluate

the performance of this task, F1-score balancing relation-

ship between precision(true positive to false negative) and

recall(true positive to false positive) should be taken as the

evaluation metric.

3. Methodology

3.1. Overview

After defining the problem and seizing the main chal-

lenge, we design our framework mainly in three-fold, image

data pre-processing, multi-view feature learning, and post-

optimization threshold searching. Figure 1 gives the overall

pipe-line of our framework. First, we use an algorithm to

detect human face in the images and further align the face

to cope with in-the-wild image heterogeneity of brightness,

angles, and resolution. Second, after weighted random sam-

pler, we conducted face recognition and facial expression

recognition to generate multi-view representative deep fea-

tures. Then, ensembling multi-model performs better gen-

eralization. Last but not least, instead of using a fix hard

threshold to mapping the Sigmoid output probability vector

to 0 and 1 for classification result, we adapt soft threshold

searching in the validation phase which reconstructs data

distribution for more reliable mapping and helps refine the

final classification result.

3.2. Image Data Preprocessing

As mention above, the key point of in-the-wild AU de-

tection is the unconstrained heterogeneity images. To pre-

vent diversity scale, illumination and poses slowing down

our model convergence, we use a well-known multi-task

cascaded CNNs (MTCNN) framework [21] for jointly face

detection and alignment to pre-process the huge in-the-wild

images. This framework first employs several scales of im-

ages to build an image pyramid, then use Proposal Network

to obtain multiple face region proposals, followed by Re-

fine Network that rejects those overlapping and false bound-

ing box. Finally, it go through Output Net to obtain facial

landmarks positions. Figure 1 shows that this network help

to remove irrelevant background and also deal with various

pose problem.

3.3. Multiview feature generation

To obtain multi-view feature, we use co-training ap-

proach. Consider tiny face muscle change leads to differ-

ent AU, AU detection task need sub-face level feature, so

the network should be powerful enough to learn deep fine-

grained representative face features. Hence, we choose IR-

152[4] as our backbone, which utilizes the power of residual

nets to build deep models. To learn sub-face level feature,

instead of learning from the ground up, we conduct face-



Figure 1. The pipeline of our approach.

level tasks first then fine-tuning based on face level tasks

to obtain deep fine-grained sub-face level features. For the

task selection, face recognition task is conducted because

the most location of AU happens on the face landmark po-

sition, the facial expression recognition task is conducted

because of some AU will occur simultaneously to form a

specific emotion. The dataset we use for the face recogni-

tion task is MS-Celeb-1M [8] which contains 10,000,000

face images. For facial expression recognition task we use

AffectNet [11], which contains more than 1,000,000 facial

images. Affectnet also is in-the-wild dataset thus may have

similar underlying ambiguity of Emotinet Database that we

can take advantage of. Here, we parallel train these two task

models instead of cascading these two tasks as part of our

AU detection. The reason is that separately training will

guarantee two-view features conditionally independent and

enlarge the information provided by different views [1].

3.4. Multilabel Balancing Strategies

AU suffer from serious data imbalanced problems. We

address this problem from two aspects, the angle of data and

the angle of optimization.

Balance Sampling From data point of view, we

weighted sampling the training samples by over-samples

minority classes and under-samples majority classes. We

use the MLROS algorithm[2] which independent of the

classification algorithms used once the datasets have been

preprocessed.

Selective Learning In multi-label problem, sampling

one label changes the distribution for the other labels. So

we use Selective Learning [9] method to adjust labels in

batch-wise. First, the whole distribution of labels can be ob-

tained by calculating all the labels across the database. For

each label in each batch, if the batch distribution is equal

to true distribution, selective learning does nothing. If the

label is over-presented, selective learning will weight the

negative samples by the ratio of positive sample to negative

sample so that the negative samples effectively match the

balanced target distribution. If the label is under-presented,

reverse the above process, sampling from negative instances

and weighting the positive instances by the ratio of negative

sample to positive sample. The weights is denoted wi in

equation 1.

3.5. Model Ensemble

Recall that we simultaneously train two models to gen-

erate multi-view features. Model one pre-trained on MS-

1M fine-tune by AU detection task which expects to learn

sub-face level features. Model two pre-trained on Affect-

net fine-tune by AU detection task which expects to learn

emotion feature and underlying AU correlation feature. We

further ensemble the two networks with an average of their

predicted probabilities according to 23 AU, then use the

sigmoid layer normalizing the final result mapping to 0 to

1. We demonstrate ensemble effective on ablation experi-

ments.

3.6. Soft Thresholding

Although selective learning was being used at the train-

ing phase to handle data imbalance problem, which is al-

lowing a deep network to learn a true representation of the

data, rather than just the the bias of the training. We further

consider the class skew problems on the final stage to refine

the result. The output of the network is a discrete proba-

bility vector that shows the probability of an AU present.

Typically, a threshold of 0.5 is used by default to convert

predicted probabilities into class predictions, for example,

those higher than 0.5, the classifier may report positive.

However, the prediction probability distribution may suffer

from skew distribution. The threshold can be adjusted in a

reasonable way to increase model sensitivity or specificity

while sensitivity and specificity have an inverse relationship

need to trade-off. Here, we use ROC curving analysis [7] in

the validation phase. The basic idea is to set each batch

output probability as a threshold reference, calculate corre-

sponding accuracy and F1 base on that threshold and select

the one with the best result as a soft threshold. By utilizing

this soft threshold, we further deal with the class skew prob-

lems in AU detection task. To take full advantage of ∼25K

manual precisely annotated AU images, essentially, we re-

constructing AU distribution, searching probability thresh-

old start from near the ground truth distribution which helps

speed up finding the best soft threshold.



4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset

Emotionet dataset is the first very large scale (∼950k)

in-the-wild image dataset for AU detection. This year chal-

lenge focus on 23 different AU detection task which an-

notated by Emotionet Algorithm [6], some of those im-

ages contains small local occluders with different scale res-

olution of images. The accuracy of these annotations is

about 81%. In this challenge, 325K images after augmenta-

tion(scaling and random occlusion) are being used for vali-

dation and final testing.

4.2. Implementation Details

For the model configurations, the initial learning rate of

the network is 0.01 and is divided by 10 every 10 epoch.

The weight decay is 0.00001 and the momentum is 0.9. We

resize aligned face image to 224×224 as our network in-

put with 16 picture as a batch. We use weighted random

sampler choose data from dataset with shuffle. To better

leverage manual precisely annotated data, we split it to cross

validate our model performance.

4.3. Evaluation Criterion

To take full advantage of manual precisely annotated

25K image data, we split it by 5-fold cross-validation. We

do this strategy because the Emotionet Dataset is annotated

by algorithm, which has 19% error rate. After training by

large scale dataset we fine-tune by expert data and use cross-

validation to help our model reliable estimate the out-of-

sample performance by reducing the variance. This strategy

also gives us information on whether our model truly learns

AU association feature and can adapt to unreliability across

the database. Besides, accuracy is calculated to know over-

all classifies correction, F1 score is calculated to focus on

when the actual value is positive, how often is the predic-

tion correct. Final reference metric should be the average

score of accuracy and F1.

4.4. Experiment Results

4.4.1 Backbone Selection

Table 1 demonstrate our experiment of backbone selection

results follow our implementation details and evaluation

strategy. Besides, we remove the 7x7 pooling layer in our

task. This trick has been proved to improve the original

ResNet in regards to AU detection task [18]. In the begin-

ning, ResNet-18 shows satisfying accuracy result, however,

the output result dominates by false positive, which shows

that the model only learns prior knowledge and not sensitive

enough when true AU occurrence. Therefore, the deeper

network needs to be used. Compare to 50 layers and 152

layers, results shows that 152 layer gives a better balance

Table 1. Result on Preliminary Backbone Selection

Backbone Acc F1 Avg

ResNet-18 0.901 0.364 0.633

ResNet-50 0.905 0.409 0.657

ResNet-152 0.905 0.474 0.690

between precision and recall, finally, ResNet-152 set as our

backbone.

4.4.2 Ablation Experiment

Instead of directly using the residual convolution network

to learn image scale features, knowledge from face-level

feature like face skeleton point will help the network pay at-

tention to more subtle features that essential to AU detection

task. We separately pre-trained our model on MS-Celeb-1M

[8] and AffectNet [11] to focus on face feature and emotion

feature. Next, we fusion this two-view features together

by ensemble the two models to get a better result. To ad-

dress unconstrained images in-the-wild, MTCNN used be-

forehand to filter out noise introduced by various poses, dif-

ferent illuminations, small occlusions, and none face data.

After MTCNN, the input image only contains an aligned

face. In the end, we design adaptive threshold searching

corresponding to different AU categories in the validation

phase. Such algorithm reconstructs probability distribution

on large scale image data in terms of different AU intensity.

Table 2 demonstrate our method effectiveness and step by

step improvement result.

Table 2. Ablation Results

Method Acc F1 Avg

F face 0.921 0.384 0.652

F emotion 0.925 0.429 0.677

F face + F emotion 0.925 0.494 0.710

Align + F face + F emotion 0.927 0.527 0.727

Align + F face + F emotion + balancing 0.915 0.552 0.734

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we elaborate our solution for Emotionet

Challenge 2020. We first detect and align face in large

scale images database to tackle uncertainty of in-the-wild

images. Second, we use selective learning and jointly co-

regularization to handle typical data imbalance problem in

AU detection. We further propose a scheme that focuses

on learning sub-face level multi-view features and ensemble

multi-model for better performance. Finally, we use adap-

tive thresholding algorithm to refine the results. Experimen-

tal results shows the effectiveness of our approach in terms

of detecting large scale AU in-the-wild and we eventually

obtain 0.6711 final score in test phase.
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